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5928 Highway 58 Harrison, TN 37341, United States

+14233448337 - http://www.facebook.com/Sweeneysbarbq

On this webpage, you can find the complete menu of Sweeney's Bar-B-Q. from Harrison. Currently, there are 17
meals and drinks available. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the owner of the restaurant directly.

You can also contact them through their website. What Renato Messina likes about Sweeney's Bar-B-Q.:
pulled pork sandwich. a generous aid of drawn pork with its choice of sniff or mayo-blue and grill sauce./ good
eating and atmosphere. sweeny’s is a great place with good food and service. I have lived in this opposite for

over 15 years and I am always happy to eat here. there is pork the best and always fresh and juicy. the service
was always great. the few paintings there was ever a problem with my order it was qui... read more. During

meals, a refreshing drink is essential. In this gastropub, you will find not only tasty meals, but also a large and
comprehensive selection of good beers and other alcoholic drinks that compliment the food, The barbecued food

is freshly grilled here on an open flame. Here they also grill South American fresh seafood, meat, as well as
beans and potatoes, Inthemorning a versatile brunch is offered here.
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PIZZA SPECIAL

Sandwiche�
PULLED PORK SANDWICH
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WINGS
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MAYO
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PULLED PORK

Ad�-On�
RANCH

Sauce�
SAUCE
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Opening Hours:
Monday 01:30 -00:00
Tuesday 01:30 -00:00
Wednesday 00:00 -00:00
Thursday 00:00 -01:30
Friday 00:00 -01:30
Saturday 01:30 -00:00
Sunday 00:00 -00:00
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